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Generating Free Groups by Loop Translations 
ALE~ DRAPAL 
Let F be a free group of a finite rank. We construct a commutative loop Q(.) such that the 
permutation group on Q generated by all left and right translations of Q(') is isomorphic to F. 
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A set Q together with a binary operation is called a quasigroup, if the left 
translations L~: x--->a .x  and the right translations R~: x--->x, a are permutations for 
every a ~ Q. Loop is a quasigroup Q(.) such that L,  = R, = idQ for some e E Q. 
The multiplication group of a loop Q = Q(.) is the permutation group generated by 
all left and right translations of Q. In general, to determine which permutation groups 
are equal to a multiplication group of a loop seems to be a rather difficult problem 
[2, 3, 5, 6]. 
By [1] every free group of an infinite rank can be obtained as a multiplication group 
of a loop. In this short note the same result is proved for free groups of a finite rank n. 
The Cayley representation of an Abelian group G is equal to the multilllication 
group of G. The free group of rank 1 therefore occurs as a multipliction group of a 
loop, and we can assume n I> 2. 
F(X)  denotes a free group with a base X, card(X) = n. 
The main result of this paper can also be expressed by the following statement. 
There exists a subgroup H of F(X)  and a set A, X c_ A ~_ F (X)  such that F(X)  = AH,  
A tq H = 1, [A, A] ~H,  A generates F(X) ,  and H contains no non-trivial normal 
subgroup of F(X).  H is of an infinite rank and index, and if K <~ F(X)  contains H as its 
free factor, then K = H (see Theorem 2). 
The starting point of our construction is the following easy observation. 
LEMMA 1. Let L ,  and Re be permutations of  Q for every a E Q and let L, = idQ = R~ 
for some e e Q. I f  Lo(e) = a = R,(e) and L°Rb(e) = RbLo(e) for all a, b E Q, then 
a . b = LoRb(e) defines a loop on Q. 
PROOF. We have a-  x = LoR~(e) = Lo(x) and x .  a = R~L~(e) = R~(x) for any a and x 
in Q. Lo and Ra are thus left and right translations of Q(.). 
COROLLARY 1. Let ~ be a permutation of  Q for every a a Q and let ~b~ = ida for some 
e E Q. I f  d/a(e) = a and ~bo~bb(e) = ~bb~bo(e) for all a, b ~ Q, then a .  b = ~bo~bb(e) defines 
a commutative loop on Q. 
Let ~ permute a set Q for every x E X. Define ~ow, w E F (X)  as the homomorphic 
extension of x ~ tp~. Consider a function A: Q ---> F (X)  such that: 
(F0) X O {1} _c Q and Aa = a for every a E X U {1}; 
(F1) ~ao(1) = a for every a e Q; 
(F2) ~Aa~ab(1) = ~Ab~aa(1) for all a, b E Q; and 
• ~* " i fx [ ' . .  "x~*~l,  x iEXande iE{-1 ,1} ,  l<-i<-k. (F3) ~,  .. ~,x** ldQ 
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By Corollary 1, a -b  = ~0Ao~0Ab(1) defines a commutative loop on Q, and the 
multiplication group of this loop is isomorphic to F(X). 
For w e F(X)  denote by Iwl the length of the reduced word representing w over X .1. 
The set Q, the permutations ~ox and the labelling function A will be built up 
inducitvely. During this process ~ox usually will not be a permutation, but a partial 
injective mapping. Generic notation ~o~ will be used both for permutations and partial 
injective mappings. Injective partial mappings can be composed and inverted and, for 
w =x[ ' . .  "X~k * • F (S) ,  k = Iwl, we define ~0w as (¢~,)" . - .  (~0~y '. By ¢1 we shall 
always denote an identity. 
Thus, if w • F (X)  and a, b • Q, then ~ow(a) =b means that ~0~ is defined at a and 
maps a to b. 
Given a set B, then any mapping ~ of a subset of B on to another subset of B can be 
interpreted as a partial mapping from B to B. If the mapping qJ is injective, then the 
respective partial mapping will be called a partial permutation of B. 
We shall construct quadruples (A, A, B, ~o) such that: 
(P0) X to {1} ~ A ___ B, ha = a for every a e X O {1}, B is finite and ~ox is a partial 
permutation of B for each x e X. 
(P1) ~o~(1) = a for every a e A. 
(P2) ~o~0^b(1) = ~Oab~Aa(1) for all a, b • A, a # b. 
(P3) For every b • B there exists w e F(X)  with ~ow(1) = b. 
(P4) There can be found k/> 1 such that ~o~ is nowhere defined for any x • X. 
(P5) If aj • A, b • B, j = 1, 2 are such that ha i = uvjw, IXa A --- lul + IrA + Iwl and 
¢o,(b) = ¢~=(b), then al = a2.  
A quadruple (A', A',B',  ~') is said to extend (A ,A ,B ,  ~), if Ac_A' ,  Bc_B '  and 
a'a = ha for every a e A, and ¢'(v) = ¢~(b) for all b e B at which ¢= is defined. 
The set Q, the labelling function a and the permutations ¢, of Q, x E X, will be 
obtained as a limit of a series of extensions, tarting at some quadruple (A ¢°), a C°), B ¢°), 
~0(°)). (P1) and (P2) then imply (F1) and (F2), while (P3) is necessary to make the limit 
process feasible. (P4) and (P5) are needed for the construction of series members. 
Let (A, A, B, ¢) be a quadruple satisfying (P0)-(P5) and suppose that %, y • X ±1, is 
not defined at b e B, and c does not belong to B. Consider a quadruple (A', a', B', ¢') 
such that A' = A, a' = A, B' = B tO {c} and ¢' differs from ¢ only by ¢~(b) = c. 
Then let a i • A, j = 1, 2 be such that h'a i = uvjw, Ia'a A -- lul + Ivjl + Iwl and f = 
rp'o,(d) = ~o'~,(d) for some d, f e B'. If c ~ {d, f}, then ~o,,(d) = q~o,(d) and a~ = a2. If 
d =c,  then w = 1, vj =v}y -~, Ivjl = Ivjl- 1 and, from ~oo;(b)= ~o~(b), it follows that 
a~ = a2. We proceed similarly for c =f. Thus a~ = az in any case, and (A', A', B', ~') 
fulfils (P0)-(P5). 
The extension (A', A', B', ~') will be called a point extension of (A, h, B, ~). 
Consider an arbitrary w ~ F(X)  and an arbitrary a e B. Preserving (P0)-(P5), points 
can be clearly added to (A, h, B, ~) until one obtains (A', h', B', q~') such that ~" is 
defined at a and ~(b)  ~ b for some b • B'. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (,4 c°), A t°), B c°), ~to)) be a quadruple fulfilling (P0)-(P5). Then 
(A c°), A t°), B ¢°), ~o ¢°)) can be extended to (Q, A, Q, ~) in such a way that ~ox is a 
permutation of Q for every x e X and (F0)-(F3) hold. 
The proof relies on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let (A, A, B, ~o) be a quadruple fulfilling (P0)-(PS) and let b • B. With 
(P0)-(PS) maintained, (A, A, B, tp) can be extended to (A*, A*, B*, q~*) in such a way 
that b • A *. 
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PROOF OF PROPOSmON 1. Consider an arbitrary enumeration w0, w~ . . . .  of F(X)\{1}. 
(A(~+I), A(~+I), B(k+~), ~p(~+l)), k >~ 0, will be constructed so that it :satisfies (P0)-(P5) 
and extends (A (~), A (~), B (~), ~p(~)). For an even integer k = 2i >~0 choose (A (k+~), 
Ace+l), B(~+I), ~p(~+l)) in such a way that ~p~+~)(b)# b for some be  B(kt ~) and that 
q(~+l) is defined at 1. Furthermore, choose (A (k+z), A (k+~), B (k+~), ~p(~+2)) so that 
q(~+z)~ A (~+z) (this is possible by Lemma 2). By (P3) Q = U(B°');j~>0) equals 
U (A°); j ~> 0). For y e X .1 and a • Q there therefore xists j > 0 with a • A 0), and 
with ~p~ defined at 1. Then ~p~.)~(1) = ~p~)~p°~(1) = ~py~)(a). Assuming y • X, we can 
thus define %(a) as ~p~)(a). Considering y • X -~, we see that ~p~ is surjective, and 
hence a permutation, for every x • X. (F0)-(F2) are implied by (P0)-(P2), and (F3) 
follows from the choice of (A (~+1), A (~+1), B (k+~), ~p(k+~)). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. For b • A nothing needs to be proved; let us assume b ~ A. If 
necessary, replace (A, A, B, ~o) by its point extensions until ~0~ is defined at b for every 
a •A ,  and put ~0~(b) =a ' .  Then b equals 1' and, by (PS), g' ~h '  whenever g, h eA  
are different. 
Let k >~ 1 be such that cpx, is defined nowhere, for every x • X. Choose two distinct 
elements of X, say y and z. For each a • A put aa = max{~, ~> 0; ~&, is defined at a} and 
a'a = max{a >~ 0; &- .  is defined at a'}. Furthermore, for every s • S---{%,.(a); a • A} 
and s '•  S' ={~&_,,(a'); a •A} denote min{ao; a •A  and ~py.,(a)=s} by o's and 
min{a'; a •A  and ~py-.~(a')=s'} by o",. For all s • S and s '•  S' construct sets 
Y~ = {s~,+l,.. . ,  sk} and 1:~, = {s' ; ,+l , . . . ,  s~,}, and assume that these sets are pair-wise 
disjoint and do not intersect B. The union of B, t.J(Y~; s • S) and U (Y'~,; s' • S')  
I ~St .  denote by C, and for each s • S, s' e S' put s~, = s and s,,;. - 
The extension (A, A, C, cp') of (A, A, B, ~p) is constructed so that cp'y(si)= st+l for 
ors ~< i < k, s • S and cp~(s~) = s~_l for cry, < i ~< k, s' • S' are the only cases in which ~p~ 
differs from ~p~, x • X. 
As (A, A, C, ~p') can be obtained from (A, A, B, ~p) by point extensions, it satisfies 
(P0)-(P5). 
For each a • A take a (3k - 1)-element set Z~ = {al . . . . .  a3k-l}, assuming Z, N Z~ = 
= Zo A C for any ~ e A, a ~,  and put ao = ~&,(a) and a3k = ~p:k(a'). We now define 
(A*, A*, B*, ~p*). A* equals A U {b} and A*b is ykz3kyk. B* is the union of C and 
U(Zo; a • A), and ~p* differs from ~p' by ~p*(a~)= a~+l for every 0 ~< i < 3k. Note that 
~p*,b(a) = a' for any a • A. In particular, we have ~p*.b(1) =b. 
(P0) and (P1) are thus clear. Every element of Zo, a e A, can be reached from a0, 
and this gives (P3). Consider x e X. Then cp~ is defined at no c • C, and hence ~p~+~ is 
defined at no c • B*. It remains to consider (P2) and (P5). 
However, ~p~, has been defined in such a way that ~pAo(b)= a' for any a e A, and 
* * tp*.b(a)= * * hence ~p~.oq~.z(1)=~ao(b)=a'= tpa.ntpa.o(1) always holds. This proves 
(P2)~the crucial point is to verify (P5). 
Let g, h e A*, g #h be such that A*a = uvow, luvowl = lul + Ival + Iwl for a • {g, h}, 
and let c, d • B* be such that c = tp*(d) = tp*~(d). It is convenient to identify u, vs, Vh 
and w with the reduced words that represent them. 
First suppose that both g and h belong to A and that Ivg[ + [Vh[ is the smallest 
possible. Then v~ and Vh neither start nor terminate with the same symbol. Hence if 
d = at for some a • A, 1 - i < 3k, then vg begins with z-1 and Vh begins with z (or vice 
versa). By the choice of k, neither v~ nor Vh contain z±k as a subword, and thus i < k or 
i>2k.  Furthermore, i<k  implies vn =z  ~ for some l<~j<k,  and then c=a~+1 and vg 
ends in z -~. As i + j<2k ,  vg must be equal to z -y' for some 1 ~<j' <k  and we obtain 
d = a~+j+j,, a contradiction. If i > 2k or c e U (Zo; a • A), one can proceed similarly, 
and we see that {c, d} _= C. 
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Now, (A, h, C, ~') satisfies (P0)-(P5), and we can thus assume that ¢"  is not defined 
at d. Then for some a e A either vg ends with zv', ¢' .(d) = ao, or it ends with z - lv  ', 
and ~'~,(d) = a3k. As vg contains no subword of the form z k or z-k, c has to belong to 
Za, a contradiction with c ~ C. 
It remains to consider the case h = b. As A*b = ykz3kyk, U equals y~ and w equals yJ 
for some i, ] />0 less than k. Then there must exist a ~ A with ¢*k-j(d)= a0 and 
~-k(c )=a3k  . Furthermore, ~0*(c)=a', tp*-,(d)=a, and hence a' is equal to 
~*.b(a) = ~*,8(a). By (P2), ~Ag is defined at a = ~A~(1) and a' = ~g(a)  = ~A~Ao(1) = 
Cao~as(1) = ¢~(g). However, we have defined a' as ~Ao(b), and so b equals g, a 
contradiction with b ~ A. 
THEOREM 1. For every free group F of  a finite rank n >~ 1 there exists a commutative 
loop Q with multiplication group isomorphic to F. 
PROOF. Assume n I> 2. A quadruple (A, A, B, ~) defined by A = X U {1}, ha = a for 
a cA ,  B =A U{{x,y};x, y E Xandxv~y},  ¢~(1) =x,  q~(y)={x,y}forx¢y ,  x, y eX ,  
satisfies (P0)-(P5), and Proposition 1 can be used. 
By [1] we can thus state the following. 
COROLLARY 2. For every free group F there exists a loop Q with multiplication group 
isomorphic to F. 
If G is a group, H<~G and A and B are left transversals to H in G such that 
[A, B] <~ H, then A and B are said to be H-connected transversals. 
By Lc(H)  denote the core of H in G, i.e. Lc(H)  is the greatest normal subgroup of 
G contained in H. 
If G is the multiplication group of a loop Q(-), e the unit of Q, H the inner mapping 
group (i.e. the stabilizer Ge) and A = {Lo; a e Q} and B = {Ro; a E Q}, then: 
(1) 1 EANB;  
(2) A and B are H-connected transversals; 
(3) Lo(H)  = 1; and 
(4) (,4, B )= G. 
On the other hand, given a group G, its subgroup H and subsets A, B of G such that 
(1)-(4) are true, then there can be constructed a loop Q(.) with the multiplication 
group isomorphic to G. See [2] for details. 
]..EMMA 3. Assume that A, B, H and G satisfy (1)-(4). I f  H is a free factor in K <~ G, 
then K = H or H = 1. 
PROOF. Let K = H * U, H ~ 1 ~ U, and consider u E U, u # 1. Then ub E B for some 
b a H. Choose h ~ H with b ~ h and let a a H be such that uhua ~ A. As [uhua, ub] 
equals a -1 • u -1 • h -1 • u -1 • b- lh  • u • a • u • b and b ~h,  [uhua, ub] cannot be in H. 
Now recall [4] that every finitely generated subgroup H of a free group F is a free 
factor in some subgroup K ~< F that has the index [F: K] finite. In such a case 
LF(K) ~ 1, and hence LF(H) = 1 implies H ~ K. 
Theorem 1 can thus be restated in the following way. 
THEOREM 2. Every free group F of  a finite rank n >- 2 contains a subgroup H < F and 
a set Ac_F  such that F=HA,  HfqA=I ,  ( .4)=F, [A ,A]c_H and LF (H)=I .  
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Moreover, any such subgroup H is of an infinite rank and index, and appears as a free 
factor in no group K <~ F, K ~ H. 
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